IEEE-SA Standards Board Standards Review Committee (RevCom) Recommendations
[SASB approval date: 5 December 2018]

[All votes unanimous unless noted otherwise.]

NEW

**P45.4/Draft 2.1** (IAS/PCI) IEEE Draft Recommended Practice for Electrical Installations on Shipboard - Marine Sectors and Mission Systems

Recommendation: APPROVE

**P802.3cd/Draft 3.5** (C/LM) IEEE Draft Standard for Ethernet Amendment: Media Access Control Parameters for 50 Gb/s and Physical Layers and Management Parameters for 50 Gb/s, 100 Gb/s, and 200 Gb/s Operation

Recommendation: APPROVE


Recommendation: APPROVE

**P1857.6/Draft 4** (C/SAB) IEEE Draft Standard for Digital Media Content Description

Recommendation: APPROVE

**P1857.7/Draft 3** (C/SAB) IEEE Draft Standard for Adaptive Streaming

Recommendation: APPROVE [8=yes, 0=no, 1=abstain (Ulema)]


Recommendation: APPROVE

**P2445/Draft 2** (PE/T&D) IEEE/NACE Draft Standard Practice - Inspection and Assessment of Below Grade and Groundline Corrosion on Weathering Steel on Electrical Transmission and Distribution Structures

Recommendation: APPROVE [7=yes, 0=no, 2=abstain (Rosdahl)]
**P2655/Draft 2** (PE/T&D) Atmospheric Above Grade Inspection and Assessment of Corrosion on Steel Electrical Transmission, Distribution, and Substation Structures

Recommendation: APPROVE


Recommendation: APPROVE [8=yes, 0=no, 1=recuse (Mohla)]

**PC37.237/Draft 1.03** (PE/PSRCC) IEEE Draft Standard Requirements for Time Tags Created by Intelligent Electronic Devices - COMTAG(TM)

Recommendation: APPROVE

**PC57.13.7/Draft 9** (PE/TR) IEEE Draft Standard for Current Transformers with a Maximum mA Secondary Current of 250mA

Recommendation: APPROVE

**PC62.35-2010/Cor 1/Draft 1** (PE/SPDLV) IEEE Draft Standard Test Methods for Avalanche Junction Semiconductor Surge-Protective Device Components - Corrigendum 1

Recommendation: APPROVE


Recommendation: APPROVE

**REVISION**

**P400.1/Draft D17** (PE/IC) IEEE Draft Guide for Field Testing of Laminated Dielectric, Shielded AC Power Cable Systems Rated 5 kV to 500 kV Using High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)

Recommendation: APPROVE

**P690/Draft 7** (PE/NPE) IEEE Draft Standard for the Design and Installation of Cable Systems for Class 1E Circuits in Nuclear Power Generating Stations

Recommendation: APPROVE [8=yes, 0=no, 1=recuse (Koshy)]

**P776/Draft 10** (PE/PSCC) IEEE Draft Recommended Practice for Inductive Coordination of Electric Supply and Communication Lines
Recommendation: APPROVE

P802.15.7/Draft D3a (C/LM) IEEE Draft Standard for Local and metropolitan area networks - Part 15.7: Short-Range Optical Wireless Communications

Recommendation: APPROVE


Recommendation: APPROVE

P1137/Draft 8 (PE/PSCC) IEEE Draft Recommended Practice for the Implementation of Inductive Coordination Mitigation Techniques and Application

Recommendation: APPROVE


Recommendation: Defer [8=yes, 2=no (Mohla, Edwards)]

Motion made by Robson, seconded by Edwards, to defer P1267 with the recommendation to conduct a recirculation.

P1542/Draft 9 (PE/T&D) IEEE Draft Guide for Installation, Maintenance, and Operation of Irrigation Equipment Located Near or Under Power Lines

Recommendation: APPROVE

P11073-10201/Draft D2.1.10 (EMB/11073) IEEE Draft Standard for Health Informatics - Point-of-Care Medical Device Communication - Domain Information Model

Recommendation: APPROVE


Recommendation: APPROVE


Recommendation: APPROVE

Recommendation: APPROVE

**PC37.04/Draft 6.1** (PE/SWG) IEEE Draft Standard for Ratings and Requirements for AC High Voltage Circuit Breakers with Rated Maximum Voltage above 1000 V

Recommendation: APPROVE

**PC37.09/Draft 5.0** (PE/SWG) IEEE Draft Standard Test Procedures for AC High-Voltage Circuit Breakers with Rated Maximum Voltage above 1000V

Recommendation: APPROVE

**PC37.10.1/Draft 5BA** (PE/SWG) IEEE Draft Guide for the Selection of Monitoring for Circuit Breakers

Recommendation: APPROVE

**PC37.12/Draft 5.4** (PE/SWG) IEEE Draft Guide for Specifications of High-Voltage Circuit Breakers (Over 1000 Volts)

Recommendation: APPROVE

**PC37.12.1/Draft 7** (PE/SWG) IEEE Draft Recommended Practice for Instruction Manual Content of High-Voltage Circuit Breakers (Over 1000 Volts)

Recommendation: APPROVE

**PC37.016/Draft 9.0** (PE/SWG) IEEE Draft Standard for AC High Voltage Circuit Switchers rated 15.5 kV through 245 kV

Recommendation: APPROVE

**PC37.60/Draft 9** (PE/SWG) IEC/IEEE Draft International Standard - High-voltage Switchgear and Controlgear - Part 111: Automatic Circuit Reclosers for Alternating Current Systems Up to and Including 38 kV

Recommendation: APPROVE

**PC37.100.1/Draft 2** (PE/SWG) Standard of Common Requirements for High Voltage Power Switchgear Rated Above 1000 V

Recommendation: APPROVE
PC37.112/Draft 3 (PE/PSRCC) IEEE Draft Standard Inverse-Time Characteristic Equations for Overcurrent Relays

Recommendation: APPROVE

PC57.12.23/Draft D8 (PE/TR) IEEE Draft Standard for Submersible Single-Phase Transformers: 250 kVA and Smaller; High Voltage 34 500GrdY/19 920V and Below; Low Voltage 600 V and Below

Recommendation: APPROVE